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We introduce HOlder subgradients as generalized 9-subgradients with a class 9 of functionals 
exhibiting properties related to Holder analysis and consider its properties needed for 
investigation of optimization problems. Necessary conditions for optimality and conditions for 
normality are derived for problems with locally Holder data. 

The newness of the results lies in the use of class 9 of rather simple nonlinear functional s 
instead of X* to approximate functionals in a relaxed sense and on the absence of Lipschitz 
conditions on the functionals involved in the problems. 

l. Introduction 

Nonsmooth analysis has been extensively developed in the last decade with 
successful applications in optimization and stabilization, in considering 
controllability and in investigations of existence of solutions to equations or 
inclusions. Many concepts of differentiability have been introduced in order 
to relax classical conditions on smoothness of data of problems in the mentioned 
above mathematical branches. 

It was Clarke who began this process by defining generalized gradients 
[2] and then provided many uses in the calculus of variations [4], [6], [7], 
optimal control [5], [6], [7] and mathematical programming [3]. Soon after 
Clarke's beginning many experts in optimization and control theory made 
important contributions introducing various notions of generalized differentia
bility. Halkin [10] used his concept of screen for operators in finite dimensional 
spaces to obtain interior mapping theorems and necessary conditions for 
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optimality in terms of Lagrange multipliers. Warga [19] introduced derivate 
containers as a tool for studies of inverse functions, controllability and ncessary 
conditions for extrema. In [17] Pourciau with the aid of his generalized 
derivatives managed to refine concepts and results of Clarkc proving three 
fundamental theorems in analysis for generalized differentiability (interior 
mapping theorem, inverse mapping theorem and implicit mapping theorem) 
in finite dimensional spaces and a necessary condition for optimality in a 
multiplier rule form. A couple of years later Aubin [1] proposed a new 
approach to nonsmooth analysis based on contingent derivatives. Using the 
concept of shield, a generalization of the classical strong derivative, Pham 
Huy Dien [13] obtained three mentioned above theorems in infinite dimensional 
spaces. 

The common feature in encountered concepts of generalized differentiability 
and generally in other formerly known notions is that a functional (or an ope-
rator) may be approximated by a set of linear functionals (or linear operators) 
when it is regular enough in a certain relaxed sense of smoothness. Besides, 
these concepts are effective mainly in problems with locally Lipschitz data. 
For instance, take very simple function f: R ~ R, .f(x) = ixla , 0 < e< < 1, we 
see that all concepts of differentiability based on linear approximations are 
not appropriate for considering the behaviour of this function at x = 0. 
For this kind of situation in optimization see Example 3-4. Two following 
facts should be added here. First, the concept of (,b-subqradient in [8] of 
Dolecki and Kurcyusz is quite different from those ones mentioned above. 
It is a set of nonlinear functionals in a general class (,b but it is used to 
approximate other functionals in the classical (not relaxed) sense of subgradient. 
The idea is merely replacing X* by (,b . Second, for multifunctions many 
concepts of differentiability based on nonlinear approximations have appeared 
(see e.g. Pham Huu Sach [14], [20]). 

In the present paper we introduce a-HOlder subgradients for functionals 
on a normed space X based on a HOlder approximation in a relaxed sense. 
Namely we define a directional derivative of a functional f by means of 

+ ( ) 
1
. f(x+/.v)-f(x) 

Ja x; V = Im SUp }a 
i Jn . 

and an a-HOlder subgradient off at x as the set of all q>E~ such that 
cp (v) ~fa (x; v) for all vEX. Here (,b is a class of rather simple nonlinear 
functionals we choose properly so that many locally HOlder functionals are 
HOlder subdifferentiable. After a study of calculus of Holder subgradients we 
are in a position to derive necessary conditions for optimality for mathema
tical programming problems with locally HOlder data and conditions for the 
normality of such problems. 
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2. Holder functionals and Holder subgradients 

Throughout the paper (unless otherwise specified) let X be a normed space, 
·~* be its dual space and 0 <a~ 1. We use the notations B (x0 , 6) ~ 
= {xEX/ IIx-x0 ll < 6} and B (U, 6) ~ U B (x, 6) for U c X . 

xeU 

A functional f: X--+ R is said to be (globally) Holder of degree a if there 
exists K > 0 such that 

lf(x)-f (y)i ~ K llx - Yil~ for x, yE X . 

f is called locally Holder of degree a at x0 if there are a neighbourhood U (x0 ) 

of x 0 and K > 0 such that 

lf(x)-f(y)l ~K llx-yll" for x,yEU(x0 ). 

We say that f is locally Holder of degree a (in a given subset of X) if for 
each x (in this subset) f is locally HOlder of degree a at x. 

A recession functional of deqree a of a functional f is a functional denoted 
by fO" on X such that its epigraph is [15] 

epi (JO") = {(x, v) EX x R/epif + (A.x , A." v) c epif, V A.> 0}. 

LEMMA 2.1. If f is subadditive and posit ively homogeneous of degree a, then 
JO"=f. 
Proof. Let (y, /1) be an arbitrary point in epif. Then for each (x , v)Eepif 
and A. > 0 one has 

f(x+A.y) ~f(x)+f(A.y) = f(x)+A." f(y) ~ v+A." fl, 

so (x, v)+().y, A_a fl)Eepif, i.e. (y, fl)EepifO". 
Conversely, if ((, y)EepifO" then since (0, O)Eepif one has for A.> 0 

(A.(, A." y) Eepif, i.e. f(),() ~X' y. Taking A. = 1 we see that ((, y) Eepi f. • 

LEMMA 2.2. 
a) fO" is positively homogeneous of degree a and 

fO" (() = sup f(x+A.()-f(x) 
xdomf A" 
.1.>0 

b) f satisfies the Holder condition 

lf(x)-f(y)l ~ K llx -yl" , 

K being the minimal Holder constant .if and -only if 
sup fO~ (() = K 

11 \ 11,;; 1 
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c) In particular, if f is subadditive and positively homogeneous of degree a, 
thenfis (globally) Holder with exponent a if and only if lf(x)l ~ K llxll". In this 
case 

sup {lf(x) l/llxll ~ 1} =sup {f(x)/llxll ~ l} = K. 

Proof. 

a) By definition((, v)EepifO" means that (x+A.(, ,u+)," v)Eepif for every 
(x, y) Eepif and A.> 0, i.e. f(x+A.() ~f(x)+A." v. Hence ((, v1)Eepif0" for 
all v1 ?::: v, i.e. epifO" is really an epigraph and we obtain (1). From this 
formula follows immediately the required homogeneity off oa. 

b) By a) we see that (2) holds if and only if 
\ 

f(x) - f(y) f(y+A.() - f(y) 
+ oo > K = sup " = sup A." 

x*y llx - Yll x-y~J.( 
1 1 \II ~LA> O 

= sup (fOa) (() = sup (fO") ((). 
Wl~ l W! ~l 

c) obvious from b) and Lemma 2.1. 

LEMMA 2.3. If f is subadditive, positively homogeneous of degree a, 0 < a < 1, 
and lf(x)l ~ K llxlla for all xEX, then f is Holder and nonnegative. 

Proof. Assume the contrary that there is x EX, llxll = 1 ,J(x) < 0. We 
have 0 = f(O) = f(x - x) ~f(x)+f( -x). So f( - x) > 0. Using Lemmas 2.1 and 
2.2 it is not difficult to see that the function g: R ~ R defined by 
g (t) 14 f(tx) is Holder with HOlder constant K = f( - x). Setting H = f(x) 
and taking p > 0, q > 0 arbitrarily we have qa K - p" H ~ K (p + q)" or 

(qa + Mpa)lfa ~ (p + q), (3) 

where M = - HK- 1
. Put p = 1 and q = ([1/a] M) 1/a-l, where [1/a] is the 

integer part of 1/a, in the left-hand side of (3). Then Taylor expansion yields 

contradicting (3). 

For f: X~ R we call the following functional on X 

1 ( ) lj_ 
1
. f(x 0 + A.v) - f(xo) 

Ja x 0 ; v - Im sup A'' 
).10 

a directional a-Holder derivative off at x0 . Then .fa (x 0 ; ·) is positively homo
geneous of degree a. If f is locally HOlder of degree a at x 0 thellj a straigh
forward computation shows that j~ (x 0 ; ·) is (globally) Holder of degree r:x. 
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Let ~a be the set of all coh~inuous funcUonals <p on X which are 
positively homogeneous of degree" ·a, <p (- x) 1: L <p (x) and bounded in the 
sense that <p (x) ~ K llx ll a. 

DEFINITION 2.4. a-Holder subgradient (briefly a-subgradient) of functional f 
at x, denoted by 8af(x), is the set of all <pE~a such that <p (v) ~fa (x; v) 
for all VEX. If a(J.j(x) =f.~ then f is called a-subdijferentiable at X . 

REMARK 2.5. If 0 < f3 <a< y ~ 1 and fa. (x; v) is finite, then fp (x; v) = 0 and ·.· 
fY (x; v) is infinite. If f is a-subdifferentiable at x then is also /3-subdifferentiable 
at x and 8pf(x) = {0}. In particular, a locally Lipschitz functional (at x) f is 
locally HOlder of degree a and a-subdifferentiable (at x) for all aE(O, 1) and 
a(J.j(x) = {0}. 

For f: X--+ R and a fixed (j > 0 we define a transformation Ga by 
Ga'(f) (x) g if(xW sgnf(x) .- We omit the easy proofs of the following 
properties 
a) if f(x) ~ g (x) then Ga (f) (x) ~ Ga (g) (x); 
b) for A. > 0 Gb (A.f) = A.0 G0 (f); 
c) Ga( - f)= - Gli(f); 
d) Gtlii (Gb (f) = f. ., .. 

If a is a real number we write G" a= !ala sgh a. 
Now we prove the following properties 

·e) for L1 c X, sup Gb (f) (x) = Gb (supf(x)); 
XEd XEd 

0 for L1 c X, inf Gb (f) (x) = Ga (infj(x)); 
XEd XEd 

g) for a. set U of functionals on X, 

sup G0 (t/1) (x) = Ga (sup t/1 (x)); 
~eU ~eU 

h) for a set U of functionals on X, 

inf Gb (t/1) (x) = Ga (inf t/1 (x)). 
~eU ~eU 

Proof. 
e) By a) we have Gb (supf(x)) ~ Gb (f) (x) for all x. So Ga (supf(x)) ~ 

~ sup Gb (f) (x). Conversely, we see that Gb (f) (x) ~ sup Gb (f) (x) and then 
f(x) ~ G110 (sup G0 (f) (x)). Consequently, supf(x) ~ G110 (sup G0 (f) (x)) or 
Gb (supf(x)) ~sup Gb (f) (x). 

The proofs of 0, g) and h) are analogous. 
For <p E ~a we define ll<plla = sup <p(x) . Of course ll·lla is a norm. Denote 

. llxll .:: l 
xa 'M Lin { <p/3~ EX*, Ga ~ ~ <p} we see that, for 0 < a ~ 1, xa is a normed 
space with the norm ll·lla (if Ga ~ = <p then ll<plla = ll~lla) and xa is a 
subspace of ~a. 

To compare with the Lipschitz case and ~-convexity let us recall some 
notions. 
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If a functional g is locally Lipschitz, then following Clarke a directional 
derivative of g at x IS 

o( )dr 
1
. g(x'+Av)-g(x') 

g x;v = 1msup 
1 !.10 1\, 

and a generalized gradient of g at x is 

ag (x) g:£ {~EX*/~ (v) ~ g0 (x; v) VvEX} . 

A functional f is said to be semiregular at x if for all vEX we have 

1
. f(x+y+Av)-f(x+y) 

1
. f(x+Av)-{(x) 

1m sup A = 1m sup · A . 
~ ),~ 

Let 9 ·be an arbitrary class of functionals on X. A set L1 c X is said to 
be 9-convex if L1 has the form {xEX/<p; (x) ~ y;, <p;E9, Y;ER}. L1 is called 
9-closed if Xn E L1, <p (xn)-+ <p (x) \f<p E 9 implies x E L1. In particular if 9 = 911. let 
us define for each xEX a functional x (<p) = <p (x). Then xis a linear functional. 
We call the weakest topology in 911. such that all xEX are continuous 
X-topology. If U c 911. is compact in X-topology we say that U is X-compact. 
Since X is also a class of functionals on 911. we can speak about X-convexity 
and X -closedness. 

PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose that a locally Lipschitz functional g is semiregular 
at 0 and g (0) = 0. Then G"- (g), 0 < tt. ~ 1, is tt.-subdifferentiable at 0 and 

(i) (Ga (g))a (0; v) = G" (g 0 (0; · )) (v); 
(ii) G" (8g (0)) c a" (G" (g)) (.0). 

Proof. Set in this proof for brevity ea (g)= f. 
(i) In view of the semiregularity of g we have 

fa (0; v) = lim sup .f(~v) = inf sup f(~v)_ = 
!.10 A fJ> o ;. ""P A 

= inf sup G" (g/A) (Av) = G" ( inf sup q (Av)) = 
(3>0 },""fJ fJ>O '-""P A 

= G" (lim sup q (Av)) = G" (g 0 (0;. )) (v). 
A~ A · 

(ii)For ~E8g(O),vEX we have ~(v)~g0 (0;v) and G"(~)(v)~ 
~ G" (g 0 (0; v)) (v) =.fa (0; v), i.e. Ga (ag (0)) c 8a.f(O). • 

The following example shows a case in which (ii) becomes an equality. 

)x if x ~ 0, 
ExAMPLE 2-7. Let g:R-+ R, q (x) = \ . . 

1 I_ Sill X If X < 0 . 
Let (J. = 2 . Then 
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<!J. 1/2 _ {Jx if X~ 0, , 
f(x)- G (g) (x)- I . 11/2 .f < 0 -smx IX. 

g is '1Jocally Lipschitz at 0 and og (0) = { 1} . f 112 (0; v) = lvl 112 sgn v and 
o112 f(O) = G112 (og (0)) = {<p}, where <p (v) = lvl 112 sgn v. 

The semiregularity is really essential. Without it (ii) may not hold as 
shown by 

X Sill- 1 X# 0, l 
2 . 1 .f 

ExAMPLE 2-8. Let g:R--+ R, g (x) = x 

0 if X = 0. 
Obviously g is not semiregular at 0: Let a= 1/2. Then 

f(x) '!£ G112 (g) (x) = { lxllsin (1/x)l sgn (sin 1/x) ~f x # 0, 
0 tf X= 0. 

Then f 112 (0; v) = 0, so o112 f(O) = {0} .. On the other hand oq (0) = [ - 1, 1] 
and G112 (og (0)) = { <pj<p (x) = !Kxl1/

2 ·sgn Kx, K E [ -1, 1]}, i.e. G112 (og (0)) => 

=> 8t12f(O). 

If f is locally Lipschitz at x and semiregular at x, then f is !-sub
differentiable at X and of(x) cOt {f). If in addition X= R, then of(x) = 
= 81 f(x). If .f is only locally Lipschitz at x, then f 1 (x; v) ~f0 (x; v) and 
r! 1 => X*, so we cannot say anything about the relation between of(x) and 
8t.f(x). ' 

PRO~OSITION 2-9. 
a) oa.f(x) is X-convex and closed. 
b) If f is locally HOlder of degree a at x with constant K, then 

jj<pila ~ K for all <pEoaf(x) and oaf(x) is X-compact. 

Proof. 
a) The X-convexity is clear by definition. Now suppose <p,.Eoa.f(x) and 

jj<p,.-<plla--+0 . Then for vEX one has <p(v)=<p(v)-<p,.(v)+<p,.(v)~ii<p,. 

-<piiaiiVila+fa(x;v)~e llvlla+fa(x;v). Since e is arbitrarily small we get 
<p (v) ~fa (x; v), i.e. oaf(x) is closed in r!(J.. 

b) For <p E oa.f(x) we have <p (v) ~~~ (x; v) ~ K llvii(J. and also - <p (v) = 

= q>(-v)~fa(x, - v)~KIIvlla . Hence - KIIvlla ~<p(v)~K IIvlla and ll<plla~K. 
One easily sees the X-closedness of oaf(x). Then according to Alaoglu's 

theorem oaf(x) is X-compact. • 
If f is not locally Holder at x but fa (x; v) ~ K 11 vi la then Proposition 

2.9 is still true. 
For Ll c r!a, vEX we call 

C (v; Ll) '!£sup [<p (v)/<pELI} 

the support functional of Ll. If f is locally Holder and a-subdifferentiable 
at x then Proposition 2-9 yields 
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C (v; Ocxf(x)) = max {cp (v)jq>Eocx f (x )}. 

The following theorem will be important for our arguments later. 

THEOREM 2.10. Let f be locally Holder of degree a and a-subdijferentiable 
at x. Thenfor vEX 

c (v; acxf(x)) =!ex (x ; v). 

Proof. By property g) of transformation G0 one has 

To finish the proof it suffices to verify 

C (v; G1i" (ocxf(x))) = G1i" (!ex (x; · )) (v). 

For the sake of sh:nplicity the following notations will be used in the proof: 

Ll = G11" (ocxf(x)), p (v) = G11" (!ex (x; · )(v)) and S = {xEX/ IIxll = 1} . Assume 
the contrary: that there exists v0 EX, llvoll = 1 such that max t/1 (v0 ) < p (v0 ), 

. ~A 

we choose f3 satisfying max t/1 (v0 ) < f3 < p (v0 ) and an arbitrary 11 ELl. Then 
- t/leA 

11 (v0 ) < f3 < p (v0 ). Since 11 and p are continuous there is 6, 0 < 6 < 1 such 
that 11 (v) < f3 < p (v) for all vEB (v0 , 6). We now construct q :X ~ R as follows. 

We define g(v)=IJ(v) if vEtB(v0 , 6)U(-B(v0 ,6!) and g(v0 )=f3 . For VE 

B(v0 ,f3)\ {v0 } there is tv,O::;=;tv~1 and v=v0 +6 ilv-v0 ll- 1 (v-v0 ) such 

that V= v+ tv (vo- V). Then we put g (v) = tv f3 + (1- tv) 11 (v). For VE- B (vo, 6) 

there is uEB (v0 , 6), v = -u and we take g (v) = -g (u) . 
To prove the continuity on X of q we have to show only the continuity 

in B (v0 , 6) U (- B (v0 , 6)) . If v1 E B (v0 , 6) and e > 0, there is r1 small enough 
e 

such that 111 (v)-71 (vdl < 2 for vEB (v 1 , rt) . Then 

Put 

Jg (v)-g (vdl = IO-o-1 llv- vo iD f3 + 6- 1 llv- voiiiJ (v)-

-(1-6-1 ll vl-voiD/3+6- 1 llvl-voiiiJ(vl)l ~ 
~ lllv- Voll-llvl -vollll/31 6- 1 +6 - 1 llv-vo ii iiJ (v)-71 (vdl+ 

.,. +l 11 v- voll-llvl-volll111(v1)1 6- 1 ~ 
~ 6- 1 llv1-v11 (1/31+111 (vdi)+IIJ (v)-71 (v1)1. 

if D = 0, 
if D =!= 0. 

We have Jg( v)-q(v 1)l <e for all VF B(v1 , r). For the case v1 E-B(v0 , 6) 
the argument is similar. Thus q is continuous. 
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We define e :X --7 R by means of 

e (v) = {~vll g (llvll-l v) if V =/= 0, 

if V= 0. 

331 

The conclusion of the theorem will follow if we can show e ELl (due to the 
COntradiction (9 ( Vo) = /3). 

Since L1 = { e E ~ 1 ;e (v) ::::::; p (v), 'v'v EX} the following will have to be 
checked 

(i) e (r)::::::; p (r) for VES, 
(ii) 8(-v)= -e(v) for vES, 
(iii) e (A.v) = A.e ( v) for A. > 0' 
(iv) e is continuous on X, 
(v) 18 (v)l::::::; c llvll, c being a positive number. 

(ii) through (v) are evident. To prove (i) we have e (v) = g (v) = tv f3 + 
+(1-t,,)11(v)::::;f3<p(v) for vEB(v0 ,c5)nS . For vE-B(v0 ,c5)nS there is 
UEB (vo, b) such that V= -u , 8 (v) = g (v) = -g (u) =-(tu /3+(1-tu) 11 (u)) < 
< -17 (u) = 11 ( -u) = 11 (v)::::::; p (v). J:or the other elements v of S one sees 
e (v) = g (v) = 11 (v) ::::::; p (v). 

CoROLLARY 2.11 [12]. Let f be locally Holder of degree li and li-subdifferentiable 
at x. If 

-fa (x; -v)::::::; (!:::;fa (x, V), 

Then there exists <p E 8af(x) such that <p (V)=(!. 
Proof. Using notations L1 and p (v) as in the proof of Theorem 2.10 and 
putting f3 = G11a (e) ,we see that - p (-V) ::::::; f3 ::::::; p (V). Without loss of generality 
we may assume that llvll = 1. If f3 = p (V), then by Theorem 2.10 f3 = 
= max {1/f(V)/tj!ELI}, i.e. there is BELl such that /3= e (V). If /3= -p(-V), 
then - f3 = p (-V) = max { 1/J (- V)/tf! E L1}, then there exists e E L1 such that 
- f3 = e (-V), so f3 = e (V). Now suppose - p (-V)< f3 < p (V). Then there 
is 11 E L1 such that 11 (V) < f3 < p (V). By an argument analogous to that in the 
proof of Theorem 2.10 we can find e E L1 such that e (V) = f3. Hence 
<p (v) = Ga (e ( · )) (v) is evidently a required functional. • 

PROPOSITION 2.13. Let f be locally Holder and li-subdifferentiable at x. 
Let Q be a X-convex subset of rpa. Then aaf(x) IS contained in Q if 
and only if 

fa (x ; v)::::::; sup {<r> (v)/<pEQ}. 

Proof. ~The "necessary" is tautologous by Theorem 2.10. We show the 
"sufficient". Being X-convex Q has the form 

Q = { <p E ~a/ <p ( V1) ::::::; /30 V1 E X, /31 ER} . 
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If some cp0 in 8af(x) were not in Q, there would be V
10 

such that 

(/)o (vt ~) > (310 ~sup {cp (v1)/cpEQ} ~fa (x; V
10

). Hence cp 0 ~8af(x), a contra
diction. • 

Now we give some criterions for cx-subdifferentiability. 

PROPOSITION 2.13. If there exists a locally Lipschitz functional g such that 
G1

ia (fa (x ; · )) (v) = g0 (x; v), then f is cx-subdifferentiable at x and 8af(x) :::J 

:::J Ga (8g (x)). • 
The proof is evident and omitted. 

PROPOSITION 2.14. Let f be locally HOlder of degree cx at x . If j~ (x ; v) 
satisfies one of the following conditions 

(i) h (x; v) is subadditive; 
(ii) G 11

a (h (x; · )) (v) '4£. p (v) is convex, 
then f is cx-subdifferentiable at x and 8af(x) :::J Ga (8p (0)) for the case (ii), 
where 8p is subdifferential of convex functional p. 

l 
Proof. 

(i) immediate from an appeal to Lemma 2.3. 
(ii) taking ~ E 8p (0) one sees that 

cp (v) '4£. Ga (~) (v) ~ Ga (p) (v) = h (x; v), 

so that cpE8af(x). 

PROPOSITION 2.15. 
(i) If f is cx-subdifferentiable at x , then for all vEX, we have 

h (x; v)+h (x ; -v) ~ 0. (4) 

(ii) If f is locally Holder at x and satisfies (4), then f 1s a-sub
differentiable at x. 

Proof. 
(i) cpE8af(x) implies cp(v)~h(x;v) and -cp (v)=cp(~v)~h(x; -v). 

Adding two inequalities entails (4). 
(ii) From (4) follows 

cp(v)<M. ~ (h(x;v)-h(x; -v))~h(x;v) 

for all vEX. Then it is plain that cpE~a and cpE8af(x). 
Now suppose fi:X ~ R, i = 1, 2, ... , n. Let 

m(x)<M. max{fi(x)/i= 1,2, ... ,n} 

• 
(5) 

and let I (x) stand for the set of the indices in { 1, 2, ... , n} at which the 
maximum in (5) is attained. 

', 
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PROPOSITION 2.16. If j;, i = 1, 2, ... , n, are locally Holder and o:-subdifferen
tiable at x, then so is m and 

Ox m (x) =COx {oa.f;(x)jiEI (x)} , 

where cox denotes X-convex hulls in . @". 

Proof. m is clearly locally Holder at x . For xEX , vEX and A small 
enough we have I (x+Av) c I (x). Indeed, if jt/:I (x), then .fj (x) <m (x): 
By virtue of the continuity of m and .fj we can take a neighbourhood 
of x so that .fj(y)<m(y) for ally in it and for all jt/:I(.x). If A is small 
enough then x+Av belongs to the mentioned neighbourhood and jtf:I (x+A.v), 
so I (x+A.v) c I (x). Therefore ' 

( ) 1
. m(.x+A.v)-m(x) 

1
. fi (x+A.v)-fi (.x) 

ma .x; v = nnsup 
1 

= 1msup max 
1 ),!0 All !.!0 iEl(x) A" 

. fi(x+A.v)-fi(x) 
= max hm sup 

1 
= max.fia (.x; v) = 

iEf(x ) ).!0 All iEf(x) 

= ~ax C (v; oa.fi (.x)) = max max {cp (v) j<pEoa.fi (.x)} :S.; 
!El (x) !El (x) 

:S.; max [ <p (v) j(p E cox (oaf; (x)), i E I (x)}. 

Now Proposition 2. 12 yields ox m (x) c cox {i", .f; (.x) , i E I (x)}. 
Conversely, for all iEI(.x) and vEX we have 

m (x+A.v)-m (.x) fi (x+A.v)-fi (x) 
)." ~ - --;,-=-,"-- -, 

and so m" (x ; v) ~.!;a (x ; v). Then oa.fdx) c ()" m(.x) for all iEl(x) and then 

cox {O"Ji (x) , i E I (.x)} c a" m (.x). 

PROPOSITION 2-17. If f and q are locally HOlder and o:-subdifferentia ble 
at x. then 

a" (f+q) (x) c eo., (oaf(.x)+ aa q (.x)). 

(However, the left-hand side may be empty.) 

Proof. 

(f+g)ll (x; v) :S.;foc (.x; v)+ga (.x; v) = c (v; a.J(x))+ 
+C (v; aa q (.x)) = max {cp (v)+I/J (v)/<p+tf;Eaoc.f(.x)+aa q (x)} :S.; 

:S.; max {e (v) IB Ecox (aocf(x )+aa q (x))}. 

Now applying Proposition 2.12 yields the required inclusion. • 
PROPOSITION 2.18. Let h:R-R, hEC' and h'(f(x0))~0. Let .f be locally 
Holder and o:-subdifferentiable at .x0 . Then the superposition hf is a-sub
differentiable at .x0 and 
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o(t (hf) (x0 ) c h' (f(xo)) oaf(xo) . 

. Proof. Applying the mean value theorem we see that 

1. hf(xo + ),v) - hf(xo) _ h' (f( )) I' ( . ) · 1msup , - x0 J(t x 0 ,v . 
.!!0 A" 

So hf is cx-subdifferentiable at x 0 . Moreover 

(hf)" (x0 ; v) = h' (f(x0))h. (x0 ; v) = 
= h' (j(xo)) max { qJ (v) jcp E O(tj(xo)} = 
= max { 1/1 (v)/1/J Eh' (f(x0 )) orzf(xo)}. 

I . 

• 
PROPOSITION 2.19. If f has a local minimum at x 0 , then f is cx-subdifferentiable 
at x0 and 0Eorzf(x0 ). 

The proof is evident and omitted. . 
For a, hEx we denote [a, b] = {x/x = a+t (b - a), tE[O, 1]} and (a, b) = 

= {x/x = a+t (b - a), tE(O, 1)} . 

PROPOSITION 2.20. Let Q c R be an open subset and f: Q-+ R be locally 
HOlder and cx-subdifferentiable at every point in [a, b] c Q. Then there exist 
c E(a, b) and cp Eorzf(c) such that cp (b - a) = 0. 

Proof. 1. Ifj(a) = f(b) putting g(t)=f(a)+t(b-a),tE[a,b], one sees that 
g (0) = g (1) = f(a) = f(b) and g is continuous on [0, 1] . We have three following 
possibilities. 

(i) If g (t) = const, t E [O, 1], we take tE(O, 1) arbitrarily. Then setting 
c = a+t(b-a) we have h. (c ; b - a) = 0 . Analogously h. (c; a - b)= 0 . By 
Corollary 2.11 there is <pEoaf(c) such that cp (b - a) = 0. 

(ii) If g attains the maximum at some tE(O, 1), then 

0 
>- g (t+L1t)-g (t) = f(a + (t+ L1t) (b-a)) - f(a+t(b - a)) 
""' L1t(1 L1t" . 

Therefore h. (c; b- a) ~ 0, where c = a+t(b - a) . In a similar way we get 
h. (c; a - b)~ 0. Both of two last inequalities cannot be strict thanks to 
Proposition 2.15. Hence cp (b-a) = 0 for all cp Eo(tf(c). 

(iii) If g attains the minimum at some tE(O, 1), then very much like 
above we have k, '(c;b - a)~O and h_(c;a - b)~O . So -h_(c;a-b)~O~ 
~h,(s;b - a). By Corollary 2.11 there is cpEorzf(c) such that cp(a-b)=O. 

2. If f(a) =I= f(b) , we set h (x) =f(x) - f(b)- f(~=~(b) (x - a). Then h(a) = 

h (b) = f(a) - f(b). According to above there exist cE(a, b) and q>EL-x h {c)= 
= orzf(c) such that cp (b - a) = 0. • 

CoROLLARY 2.21. Let f be locally Holder, cx-subdifferentiable at x 0 and 
attain a local maximum at x 0 . Then 
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or.f(xo) = {0}, 

1 ( ) _
1
. f(xo+..lv)-f(xo) 

Jr. x 0 , V - 1m 1" • 
).!0 1\, 

Let Y be another normed space and r: X ~ 2Y be a multifunction. 
r is said to be closed at x 0 if for each pair of sequences {xn} c X and 
{Yn} c y with the properties Xn ~ Xo' Yn Er (xn), Yn ~ Yo it . follows that 
Yo Er (xo)- r is called upper Hausdorff semicontinuous (u.H.s.c.) at Xo if for 
each 6 > 0 there is a neighbourhood V(x 0 ) of x 0 such that x E V(x0 ) 

implies r (x) c B (r (xo), 6). It is known that if r is u.H.s.c. at Xo and 
r (xo) is closed then r is closed at Xo. r is said to be locally Lipschitz 
at x 0 if there is a neighbourhood U (.~0 ) of x 0 and K > 0 such that, 
for Xt' X~ E u (xo), H (r (xtl, r (xz)) ~K llxt -Xz ll ' H (.'.)being the Hausdorff 
distance. 

Let f: X x Y ~ R be a functionaL 
We are now interested in Holder properties of the following functional 

jr (x) <M inf f(x, y). 
yeT(x) 

This functional is an important object of investigation in parameter 
optimization and has been studied by- many authors (and is called in varying 
ways: marginal function, extreme value function, primal function ... ). Especially, 
its continuity (or semicontinuity) has been extensively considered. 

Concerning this functional we shall prove here merely the following 
proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2.22. Assume that 

(i) r is locally Lipschitz at x 0 (with K and U (x0 ) as above) and r (x0 ) 

ts compact; 
(ii) the mapping y ~ f(x, y) satisfies the uniform Lipschitz condition: 

there are P > 0 and 6 > 0 such that for x E U (x0) and y1 , y2 E B (r (x0), 6) 

f(x , Yt) - f(x , Yz) ~ P IIYt - Yzll ; 

(iii) the mapping x ~ f(x, y) satisfies the uniform HOlder condition : there 
is L>O such that for x 1 ,x2 EU(x0 ) and yEB(r(x0 ),6) 

f(xl, y)-f(xz, y) ~ Lllxt -Xz ll". 

Then f is locally Holder of degree 11. at x 0 . 

Proof. Since r is locally Lipschitz at x 0 there is a neighbourhood W c U(x 0 ) 

of x 0 with diameter smaller than 1 such that r (x) c B (r (x0), 6) for x E W. 
Let x 1 ,x2 EW For each y1 EF(x 1) there is Yz ET(x 2 ) such that IIJI2-YJII ~ 
~ K llxz -x 1 11- One has 

f(xz, Yz)-.f(xt , Y1) =f(xz, Yz)-f(xt, Yz)+f(xt, Yz) -f(xt, Yd ~ 
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So, 

~ L ll xz-Xtii ~ +P IIYz-Yl ll ~ Lllxz-xi ii"+PK llxz-Xtll ~ 
~ (L+PK) !lxz-Xtll". 

fT (xz) ~f(x., Yl)+(L+PK) llxi -xtll" 

for every y1 ET {x 1). Consequently 

fT (xz) ~fr (xd+(L+PK) llxz-xtll". 

3. Applications in optimization 

The optimization problem to be now considered is 

I 
minimize g0 (x), 
gdx) ~ 0, iEl .g {1, 2, ... , n}, 
hi (x) = 0 , jEJ 'b£ {1, 2, .. . , m}, 

• 

(A) 

where x varies in a Banach space X , g0 , g; and hi are locally Holder of 
degree rx, 0 < rx ~ 1 . 

Since llx- yll", 0 < rx ~ 1, is a metric and X equipped with it becomes 
a complete space; we get the following version of Ekeland's variational 
principle [9]. 

LEMMA 3.1 [9]. Let F : X ~ R be lower semicontinuous and bounded from 
· below. Let C be a closed subset of X. Let x in C satisfy F (:X) ~ inf F (x) + e, 

XEC 

where e > 0 is arbitrary. Then there exists ( in C such that 

llx-( 11 " ~ J~, 
F (x)+0 llx- ( 11" ~ F (() for all x in C . 

For a subset L1 c ~" we have (see the lemma in [16]) 

cox L1 = {q;E~"/q; (x) ~sup 1/1 (x) \ixEX}. 
t/J Ed 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that g0 , q; and hi are rx-subdijferentiable in a neighbourhood 
of x. If x solves Problem (A) locally and the mappings x ~a" g0 (x) , 
x ~ a" g; (x) and x ~ o" lhi (x)l are u.H.s.c. at x, then three following equivalent 
statements hold: 

a) O,E cox u (a" g; (x) u a" lhj (x)l) .g cox p (x); 
' iEIUj'O] 

IF 

b) max {q; (x) jq;EP (:X)}~ 0 for all xEX; 

c) C(x;P(x))~O for all xEX. 

Proof. The equivalence between a) and b) is trivial by (8) and between 
b) and c) is clear by the definition of support functionals. Now starting by 
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an idea of Clarke we prove a). Let e > 0 be given. Define F:X ~ R by 

F (x) gJ max {g 0 (x)-g 0 (x)+a, gi (x), lhj (x)l, 0/iEl,jEJ}. 

Obviously F is locally Holder of degree a, bounded from below by 0 and 
F (x) = B. On account of Lemma 3.1 there is (EX satisfying ( 6) and (7). Of ' 
course F (() > 0. For otherwise ( would solve (A) and x ":ould not, since · 
go (() < go (x) . , 

An easy computation shows that aa 11 · 11" (0) is contained in the unit ball 
B in ~a. By Proposition 2.19 and (7) we obtain 

0Ecox (a" F (()+Je B). 

Then an appeal to Proposition 2.16 yields 

0ECOx (P (()+Je B). (9) 

By Lemma 3.1 ( depends on B and ( ~ x as B ~ 0. So P (()+Je B gJ rQ (e) 
is a multifunction. Q ( ·) is u.H.s.c. at B = 0 and so is cox Q ( · ). Being 
a X -convex hull cox Q (0) is closed. Hence cox Q ( ·) is closed at a = 0. 
Thus (9) gives 0 E cox Q (0) = cox P (x) . • 

The theorem extends Clarke's Lagrange multiplier rule [3] to problems 
with locally HOlder data. However, in the case a = 1 and the functionals 
involved in the problem are semiregular at x, our rule is weaker than 
Clarke's one because 

co {U (8gdx) u clhj (x)l)} c cox {u (81 gdx) u 81lhj (x)l)} . 

In particular, if an addition X= R, then the two rules coincide. 
The hypothesis on the u.H.s.c. in Theorem 3.2 plays a crucial role. But 

for the following problem without equality constraints 

I minimize g0 (x), 
gdx)<;O, iEJ, 
xEQ c X, 

(B) 

where g0 and gi are locally Holder, Theorem 3.3 below allows to omit this . 
hypothesis. 

Note that if f is locally Holder at x, then 

r ( . ) _ 1. f(x+Jcu)-f(x) 
h. x, v - 1m sup 

1 
. 

).!0 /\." 
u- v 

Let Q c X and x0 E Q. We recall the definition of the tangent cone 
of Q at x0 : 

T(x0 /Q) '4£ {vEX I there are xk E Q and ak > 0 such that 
xk ~ x 0 , ak (xk- x0 ) ~ v as k ~ oo}. 

Evidently T(x0 jQ) is a closed cone. 
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THEOREM 3.3. If x is a local solution of Problem (B), then 
(i) g0a (x; v);;,: 0 for all vE T(xjQ) satisfying the condition g;a (x; v) ~ 0 

ViEJ (x) '4£ {i EI/g;(x) = O}; 
(ii) if g;, i E I, are a-subd~fferentiable at x then 

C(v,R0 (x));;,:o 

for all vET(xjQ), where R0 (x)'ll U Jaqdx), 
iFJi.\'lU'O! 

Proof. 
(i) Let v E T(xjQ) satisfy g;a (x; v) ~ 0 ViE J (x), If i E J (x) one has 

0 1
, g;(x+A.v)-g;(x) · 

1
. g; (x+A-vd 

;;,: lmSup 
1 

= 1msup 
/,10 /ea ),!0 },a 

vk---)v 

So for all sequences I\~ 0 and vk ~ v we may assume g; (x + yk vk) ~ 0 for 
k large enough, If i E I\J (x) then g; (x) < 0 and by continuity we have for 
mentioned above Yb vb k g; (x+Yk vd ~· 0 as welL On the other hand, if 
vET(xjQ) there are ak>O and xkEQ, xk~x such that ()(dxk - x)~v. 

Set vk g); ()(k (xk- x), i.e. ()(;; 1 vk + x = x1, E Q. Letting ()(k ~ + oo we get for k 
large enough and i El g;(x +a;; 1 vk) ~ 0, i.e. x +a;; 1 vk is a feasible point. 
Hence 

(ii) By (i) we have for v E T (xjQ) 

0~ max g;"(x;v)= max C(v;8"g;(x))=C(v;R0 (x)). 11 
iEl(x)U {O} iEJ(x )U{O} 

ExAMPLE 3.4. Consider the problem 

{
g0 (x) = lx-11 112 + lx - 21112 sgn (x- 2) ~ min, 

91 (x) = lx - 11 112-1 ~ 0 . 

The solution of this problem is evidently x = 1, g0 (x) = - 1. Direct 
calculations supply g0112 (1; v) = lvl 112 , 8 112 g0 (1) = {laxl 112 sgn (ax)/lal ~ 1} and 
8 11zg0 (1) = 811zg1(1) . Thus 0 belongs to 8t;29o(1)U8t12 gl(1). 

On the other hand, functionals g0 , g 1 are not Lipschitz at x = 1. So 
Clarke's necessary condition cannot be applied. In general, the formerly 
known necessary conditions based on linear approximations are not effectively 
used because of the behaviour of g0 and g 1 near the point x = 1. 

CoROLLARY 3-5. If Q c X is convex and compact and x is a local solution 
of (B), then 

(i) min. max 9ia (x; x - x);;,: 0; 
xEQ rEJ(x)U{O} 
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(ii) if g;, iEl; are cx-subdifferentiable at x, we have 

min max q> (x-x) ~ 0. 
xeQ rpeR0 (x) 
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In "bad" cases the objective functional g0 may not play any role in the 
necessary conditions given by Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. So these conditions 
speak only about the constraints of the problems. To avoid this situation 
we introduce and consider a class of so-called normal problems. 

Problem (B) is said to be normal if whenever x is a local solution, 
there exists u ET (x/Q) such that C (u; R (x)) < 0, where R (x) = L) orx {Ji (x). 

ieJ(.'Z) 

REMARK 3.6. Suppose that all g; satisfy the useful condition ((U10) in 
[11], [18]) at x : there exists v0 ET(xjQ) such that gf (x; v0 ) < 0 for all 
i E J (x). Then Problem (B) is normal (ex = 1). For denoting 11 (x) = { v E T(xjQ)j 
girx (x, v) < 0 YiEJ (x)} we see by definition that Problem (B) is normal if and 
only if 11 (x) =F f) for each local solution x. 

PRoPOSITION 3.7. If Problem (B) is normal and x is ·a local solution, then 

Q(IQ=Fij, 

where Q = {xjg;(:x:) < 0 1::/iEJ (x)}. 

Proof. Suppose Q(l Q = £). For each vE T(xjQ) there is {xd c Q, xk ~ x , 
and tk > 0 such that tk (xk-x)~ v. Setting vk = tk (xk·-x), xk = ti: 1 vk+ .xEQ, . 
one sees the existence of iEJ (x) such that g; (xk) ~ 0. Hence girx (x ;v) ~ 0 
and 11 (x) = f). Thus (B) is not normal. • 

THEOREM 3-8. If in Problem (B) Q c Q and 

W(x) ~ {vEX/g;rx (x; v) < 0 YiEJ (x)} =FtP 

for each local solution x, then (B) is normal. 

Proof. Since 11 (x) = W(x)(l T(xjQ), if we can show that W(x) c T(xjQ), i.e. 
11 (x) = W(x), then the proof is complete. Now let VE W(x) . Because g;, iEl 
are locally Holder, we have for i E J (x) 

Hence we can choose sequence A.k! 0 and vk ~ v satisfying q; (x + A.k vk) < 0. 
Then x + A.k vk E Q c Q. Moreover x + A.k vk ~ x . So, by definition v E T (xjQ) . 

• 
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Subgradienty Holdera ich zastosowania 
w optymalizacji 

Wprowadzono subgradienty HO!dera jako uog6ln ione <t>~subgradienty z klas& funkcjona
l6w 4>, dla kt6rych mozna stosowac analiz~ holderowskq, i rozwazono ich wlasciwosci 
potrzebne przy zastosowaniu w zadaniach optymalizacji. Wyprowadzono warunki konieczne 
optymalnosci i warunki normalno5ci dla zadan z funkcjonalami lokalnie ho,lderowskimi. 
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Praca zawiera wyniki zwillzane z przyJ~Ciem do aproksymacji w slabym sensie ·klasy 

funkcjona16w zlozonej z prostych funkcjona16w nieliniowych zamiast funkcjona16w z prze

strzeni dualnej X*. Wyniki uzyskano bez zalozenia, ze wyst~pujllce w sformulowaniu zadania 

funkcjonaly spelniaj!l warunki Lipschitza. 

Cy6rpa)),HeHTbl roJib)),epa H npHJIOlKeHHSI 8 ODTHMH3a .. uu 

Mb! BBO.l(HM TIOHliTHe cy6rpa.n;HeHT roJib,Liepa KaK o6o6meHHblH rp-cy6rpa.n;HeHT C KJiaCCOM 

rp <fJYHK~J!OHaJIOB, 06Jia.[lalOll{l1X CBOHCTBaMH, CBJI3aHHblMH C aHaJIH30M roJib,Liepa H paCCMOTpHM 

ero HYlKHbie CBOHCTBa .LIJill HCCJie,LIOBaHHll 3a.[la'l OTITHM113a~Hl1 . Mb! ,[IOKa3aJIH He06XO.l(l1Mbie 

ycJIOB~ ll OTITHMH3a~l111 H ycJIOBIUI HOpMaJibHOCTH ,[IJill 3a.[la'l C <fJYHK~HOHaJiaMH roJib,Liepa. 

HOBHHKa pe3yJibTaTOB COCTOHT B TOM, 'ITO Mbl B3l!JI I1 ,[IOBOJibHO TipoCTblX HeJlli
HeHHbiX <fJYHK~HOHaJIOB B!yleCTO COTipRlKeHHOfO npOCTpaHCTBa x* ,[IJijJ annpOKCHMa~Hii <fJyH

K~HOHaJIOB H 'ITO <fJynK~HoHaJibi ~ onpe.[(eJIRIOll\He 3a.Lia'm He y,~:~osneTsopRIOT ycnoBHHM 

JlHll!Illi~a. 
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